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AMITY
6646-3-Q Amity Quilted Sofa
Decked out in beautiful diamond quilting
along the inside, Amity is destined to add
class to any living space. Tapered sloped
arms and straight back give this sofa a modern look. Shown in Tiburon Doe leather with

“ Diamond

Rainier finish.

Quilting
steals the
show on this
sofa!

“

EMERSON
6604-S-CH Emerson Channel Quilted
Swivel
Wide track arms are embraced by a thinly
exposed wood edge detail on the new
Emerson Swivel. Horizontal channel quilting
on the seat and inside back add a level of

“ Channel

quilting makes
this piece a
hit!

“

sophistication. Shown in Orson Parchment
leather with Rainier finish.

H: 36.5 W: 37.5 D: 41

H: 34.5 W: 89 D: 39

“

A classic
sofa with
a twist!

“

MACGREGOR
6639-3 MacGregor Sofa

Flaunting Urban Rustic style, the MacGregor
Sofa features thick, pronounced arms that
are topped with button tufting that extends
around the back. Perfect for entertaining, as
guests can sit on the arms and back.
Shown in Hyde Park Earth Burnished leather.

H: 34 W: 104 D: 46
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This style
“defies
time

and remains
true to its
craftsmanship

“

JENSON
6575-3 Jenson Sofa
The Jenson sofa features semi-attached back
cushions and tapered legs. Dressed in Tiburon
Rosewood leather and Walnut finish, this sofa
has a time-honored look. Matching chair and
ottoman available.

H: 33 W: 86 D: 38

CHAMBERS
6739ST-PL Chambers Swivel Tilt
Work from home in both style and

“Office chairs
are now
more
important
than ever!

comfort. The Chambers Swivel Tilt has a

“

pnematic lift and four traditional tufts in the
seat and back holding to its roots but giving it
a modern flare. Shown here in Nirvana Linen
leather with polished
aluminum base.

H: 48 W: 27 D: 27

“

Modern
customization
at its finest!

“

MILAN
MD01TRDNB Milan Chair
The Milan Chair is part of a new

modern customizable program. A four step
process to chose style, arm, stitching and base
allow for endless combinations. Featured here
in Track Arm, Double
Needle Stitching and Block leg.

H: 34 W: 44.5 D: 41

